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ABOVE: Designing homes that stand out, Tashi Krost Interiors 
provides world-class expertise working closely with her clients to 
translate their tastes and lifestyles into perfect spaces. When you 
contact Tashi Krost Interiors to bring your interior design dreams to 
life, you can rest assured that the end result will go over and above 
your greatest expectations.

TASHI KROST INTERIORS 082 479 9007

he owners of this home wanted anything 
but grey interiors, and so this property 
shows off spaces with splashes of bright, 
bold hues that bring the interiors to life in a 
fun, creative, colourful and classy way. The 

property can be described as classic contemporary, and it 
is a feast for the eyes. 

Whether you are downstairs taking in the living and 
entertaining spaces or upstairs embracing the more 
private family areas, there is something that will catch 

T
your eye that you will fall in love with. The colours 
throughout the home were not just used as accents, 
but rather as standout features that give the interior a 
gorgeous, fresh character and aesthetic. Blue, yellow, 
orange, pink, green and more all come together in stylish 
ways to create unique spaces in which comfort is key. 

In terms of a highlight feature in the home, one 
such space is the main bedroom’s bathroom where a 
beautiful tub overlooks a windowed wall and shower, 
which have been finished with black powder-coated 

frames that are nothing short of exquisite. 
The flow of the home is natural, especially downstairs 

where each space leads into the next making entertaining 
a breeze. As an open-plan area, you walk through the 
entrance and make your way straight through to the 
kitchen and living room. This area then leads onto the 
patio, which overlooks the perfectly manicured landscape 
that surrounds the home. In terms of a favourite space, 
the pyjama lounge stands out, with its touches of yellow 
and green. This cosy space is finished off with a superbly 
comfy couch and TV, making it the ideal place to rest, 
unwind and let your stresses melt away. Q

CONTACT:
TASHI KROST INTERIORS – interior design
082 479 9007, Tashi@tashikrostinteriors.co.za, 
www.tashikrostinteriors.co.za


